Bright as a dime

It’s been a full house for Performing Arts this semester as audiences were transported to New York, circa 1930s, for the 2016 musical, Guys and Dolls. Filled with unforgettable tunes like ‘Luck be a Lady’ and ‘Sit Down, You’re Rockin’ the Boat’ and a cast of lovable characters, this raucous bright as a dime show featured a cast, crew and orchestra of over 150 students from Years 7-12.

In June, the biennial Primary School musical saw every student in Years 3-6 take to the stage to tell The True Story of Arthur Phillip. With two performances to packed houses, the primary musical gave our younger students a true taste of the theatre.

Softball unstoppable

Our Senior Boys Softball team is unstoppable, having won their sixth successive premiership to hold the record for the longest winning streak in EISM (Eastern Independent Schools of Melbourne) Senior Boys summer sport history.

The team won this year’s premiership by defeating St Joseph’s College 8 to 3. Coach and Head of Sport and Physical Education, Rob Scholz put their success down to a disciplined team who understood the game, were strategic in their play and keen to learn and improve. The team comprised two Year 10 students, one Year 11 and nine Year 12 boys, demonstrating the importance of striking the right balance even in VCE.

Learning Chinese

The introduction of Chinese (Mandarin) is proving popular indeed. With two classes at Year 8 and one at Year 9, this new elective sees students eager to learn a language that most have never been exposed to before.

Teacher Sophia Wang is keen for students to master up to 100 characters in their first year and has already taught the basics of the Chinese numbering system, allowing students to understand and verbalise the days of the week, the months and the date. She encourages them to speak Chinese as much as possible and try out their skills with Chinese people they may meet.

Chinese is a logical language that builds on a good foundation to expand vocabulary, and students are encouraged to use technology to aid their learning of the characters, with a number of iPad apps available. Students have three Chinese classes a week and focus on developing skills in listening, speaking, reading, writing and visual interpretation. While most class time is devoted to learning the language, an appreciation of Chinese culture is also developed through speakers and excursions.
From the Principal

Earlier this year, Year 9 students spent a week exploring Melbourne’s CBD, as part of the City Cite program, seeing for themselves the range of experiences the city has to offer, as well as its challenges – from keeping it as ‘the world’s most liveable city’, to sleeping rough as the homeless are often forced to. Living in, and learning of, cosmopolitan Melbourne was an eye-opener for many.

Just a short while later, regular school activities were overshadowed by the modern additions to the Jewish calendar as we observed Yom HaShoah, Yom HaZikaron and Yom HaAtzmaut.

As well as preparing in advance and on the day in Jewish Studies lessons, the memorial days for the victims of the Holocaust and for Israel’s fallen soldiers are commemorated with whole-school assemblies, combining an explanation of at least one aspect of the historical context, with a personal connection to the suffering of victims and their families. Then, as the solemnity of Yom HaZikaron gives way to the celebrations of Yom HaAtzmaut, the school bursts into blue and white, song and dancing, and the entire day is dedicated to learning about Israel and enjoying her independence day.

The juxtaposition of these two sets of activities tells the story of Mount Scopus. Our students learn about the here and now, about Melbourne, its life and how we play our part in its community. And at the same time, we connect to the entire Jewish people, past and present, near and far, as we share in its sorrows and rejoice in its achievements.

Rabbi James Kennard

International recognition

Emmy Monash Aged Care’s Bridging the Gap program with Mount Scopus College was shortlisted as a finalist in the ‘Best Active Ageing Programme’ category in the 2016 Asia Pacific Eldercare Innovation Awards.

The Bridging the Gap intergenerational program with Year 9 Community Service students was recognised as a leading positive ageing program which encourages reciprocal learning, enhances holistic wellness, breaks down negative stereotypes of ageing and promotes collaborative energy.

It is a credit to over 50 students who have been volunteering since the program began, developing meaningful relationships with the residents, and an outstanding achievement for Emmy Monash and Scopus to be shortlisted as a finalist from over 150 nominations throughout Asia Pacific in 17 categories.

Kol HaKavod!

Shalom NAO

Mount Scopus College has welcomed its first non-human member of the school family, NAO the humanoid robot. NAO (pronounced now) stands only 58cm tall and is an autonomous, programmable robot.

NAO is unique with a face and body that can show emotions and a full range of body movements (arm, hand, fingers, ankles, knees, hips, neck, eyes). It is incredibly versatile and has sight and sound recognition and can speak in more than 20 languages, and NAO never forgets a face!

Currently 30 students from Years 5 to 11 are learning to code in the Python programming language, the computer language most commonly used with NAO, and also used in real world applications including Google, Dropbox and Disney programs. These students will form the core of our Extension and Enrichment Robotics Club. In addition to encouraging members to continually improve their coding skills, NAO can be used creatively for friendly team rivalry, like programming NAO to perform the best dance moves!

At the same time NAO will also be incorporated into our core academic curriculum. While NAO doesn’t yet speak Hebrew, languages are being added constantly and NAO does speak Chinese, French and Japanese so the potential for use by our language faculty is endless.

As NAO is so versatile and has so much potential for students of all ages, predicting the ways NAO will be used in the future is limitless. Given the immense creativity and enthusiasm of our students, you can be sure there will be uses that no-one has yet imagined.
Premier’s VCE Awards

Mazal Tov to our 2015 Premier’s VCE Award winners:

- **Jordan Davis** – Legal Studies
- **Ethan Kemelman** – English

Premier’s VCE Awards are presented to Victoria’s top students by the Department of Education and Training. Awards are based on students’ VCE subject results, with the number of awards determined by the number of students in each subject.

We congratulate our winners and pay tribute to the teachers and families who have supported them.

Improving students’ wellbeing

An increased focus on wellbeing is helping students develop emotionally, socially and physically and enabling them to take a more holistic approach to their own learning. Aiming to create a more friendly and caring school environment, the wellbeing program includes exercises and activities designed to increase students’ awareness of themselves and the world around them, and how to make a constructive difference. Mech or form assembly has been renamed “Bayit” (home) and it is during this structured and meaningful start to their learning each day, that students focus on different aspects of their wellbeing.

Positive engagement and focus, building skills and capabilities, developing relationships, having passion and a reason for what they do, as well as being in charge of their emotions, and having a healthy mind and body are essential for adolescent development and each of these will be explored and developed through the Scopus wellbeing program in 2016.

Tasmanian friends

Mount Scopus families billeted 17 students from The Friends’ School in Tasmania for one night this term to facilitate their participation in the College’s Roslyn Smorgon Outreach Program. The next day, the students enjoyed a tour of the school and learnt about Judaism’s core beliefs, lifestyle, holy days, Israel and Australian Jewry.

Outreach sessions are run by Scopus Year 11 students who share with their non-Jewish peers, the essence of what it means to be Jewish.

The true meaning of the Outreach Program was demonstrated by those families welcoming the Tasmanian students into their homes.

Enrol now

We are currently accepting enrolment registrations for 2017 and beyond. If you or someone you know is considering Scopus, now is the time to register.

Places are very limited or unavailable in some year levels.

Please contact Rachael Simmelmann in Enrolments as soon as possible on 9834 0070 to obtain an enrolment form.
Lego robotics

A small group of Year 2 students have taken part in a series of pilot robotics workshops this semester at Gandel Besen House. Using Lego robotics, the students followed instructions through an iPad app to construct a robot, and then mastered the instructions for programming it to move. Over a number of weeks the students were introduced to a range of basic programming, movement sensors and sound commands, allowing them to build and program their Lego robots to undertake simple tasks.

Students at Fink Karp Ivany Campus have also adopted this new WeDo2 iPad app for their optional robotics activity where creativity and imagination, as well as logical thinking, are the order of the day. Students worked in pairs, discussing and planning their robot and were immersed in this collaborative learning and problem solving activity. It was also a lot of fun!

Career planning

Mount Scopus College, The King David School, Leibler Yavneh College, Bialik College and Yeshiva Beth Rikkah College students came together for the biennial Jewish Schools Careers Expo recently.

Students and their parents were able to choose from over 95 speakers, covering careers in architecture, graphic design and psychology, as well as law, finance, veterinary science and data analysis. Social work, engineering, nursing and fashion design were also offered, along with marketing, stockbroking, industrial design, advertising, optometry, teaching, medicine, radiation therapy, event management and construction management amongst many others.

The opportunity to hear from these speakers and to question them on the day-to-day aspects of their work was an invaluable aid to students in their own career planning. The major universities were also on hand to provide course information and entry requirements.

This year’s event also saw the introduction of student panels featuring immediate past students who spoke about the tertiary courses they are currently studying.

Early in 2017, the College will host a Career Awareness Morning for Years 10, 11 and 12 students and we welcome Old Collegians and parents who would like to participate as speakers. Please register your interest by contacting Enza Sgroi, Careers Counsellor, esgroi@scopus.vic.edu.au

Getting to know you

The Informal Jewish Studies team, together with our sherut girls, Year 7 Mechs and 33 Year 10 madrichim organised a fun Year 7 Rosh Chodesh Adar sleepover last term.

Kicking off after school with games on the Skolnik Oval and bonding activities, students enjoyed a ruach session on the Quad, followed by dinner and a movie before lights out.

The next day students were divided into chavurah (fellowship) groups of 12 students with three madrichim and met in preparation for shabbat where students made challot, decorated kippot and made shabbat cards. The chavurah groups will continue to meet throughout the year for activities.

The sleepover concluded with a lively dodgeball championship which helped get everyone working together.
‘Henry Lanzer Keter Shem Tov – Crown of a Good Name’ Award

Mazal Tov to Joey Schonker (OC’15) on being awarded the ‘Henry Lanzer Keter Shem Tov – Crown of a Good Name’ Award at the 2015 Graduation Ball.

Recipients of this award, elected by their peers, have demonstrated above all else the attribute of caring for others, and the inclusion of all.

The ‘Henry Lanzer Keter Shem Tov – Crown of a Good Name’ Award is dedicated to Henry Lanzer AM, College Treasurer 1989 to 1996 and Foundation President 1996 to 2014, in honour of his exemplary leadership, wise counsel, significant fundraising efforts and devotion to the College and its students.

Toda raba and L’hitraot

We wish departing Foundation Chairman, Tony Smorgon, his wife Jennifer and their children much happiness as they return to live in the United States.

Expressing what a privilege and honour it was to serve Scopus for the past two years, Tony remarked that he looks forward to hearing of the school’s and Foundation’s achievements into the future.

Foundation President, David Gold, thanks Tony, on behalf of all of us, for his dedicated efforts, commitment and support.

Come for a tour

We welcome all prospective students and families to come and see our campuses in action. Visit the Enrolments tab on our website for full details of the remaining open morning events for 2016: www.scopus.vic.edu.au

To arrange a meeting with College Principal, Rabbi James Kennard, and the relevant head of campus, or for a private tour, please contact Rachael Simmelmann in Enrolments on 9834 0070 or admissions@scopus.vic.edu.au

Recipients of this award, elected by their peers, have demonstrated above all else the attribute of caring for others, and the inclusion of all.

The ‘Henry Lanzer Keter Shem Tov – Crown of a Good Name’ Award is dedicated to Henry Lanzer AM, College Treasurer 1989 to 1996 and Foundation President 1996 to 2014, in honour of his exemplary leadership, wise counsel, significant fundraising efforts and devotion to the College and its students.

Toda raba and L’hitraot

We wish departing Foundation Chairman, Tony Smorgon, his wife Jennifer and their children much happiness as they return to live in the United States.

Expressing what a privilege and honour it was to serve Scopus for the past two years, Tony remarked that he looks forward to hearing of the school’s and Foundation’s achievements into the future.

Foundation President, David Gold, thanks Tony, on behalf of all of us, for his dedicated efforts, commitment and support.
Parents’ Association

It’s been a great start to the year with a number of events held already, together with popular lunch orders, tuck shop and Challah sales.

Trivia Night presented by The Vallar Group

Over 180 parents attended a fun trivia night at GBH. Dressed in Hawaiian theme, guests tested their general knowledge with questions asked by hosts Beth and John Slutzkin. Thanks to our naming sponsor The Vallar Group and generous supporters of the night who donated fantastic raffle prizes and other items to make the evening a great success.

Thanks also to our fantastic committee of Helen Apelbaum, Lisa Lewis, Rachel Mieszelewicz, Samantha Mimeran and Rechelle Rousso and those who assisted on the night.

Mother’s Day stall

Almost 2,000 gifts were purchased by students from Lower Kinder to Year 6 at our three stalls held for Mother’s Day. The PA was again well supported by generous donations and we thank everyone for their contributions. The Stalls committee led by Deborah Zipper and assisted by Elise Cook, Penny Small and Natalie Weisz, do a fantastic job each year and we thank them and the many volunteers who assisted with wrapping and selling at each stall.

Twilight Footy Night presented by Knight Building Group

A record crowd attended the Twilight Footy Night presented by Knight Building Group in May at the FKI Campus. Everyone enjoyed meeting the North Melbourne senior players who attended and it was fantastic to see families from all campuses join together to kick a ball, fress on the food or schmooze on the sidelines.

Thanks again to our generous sponsors and everyone who helped make it a great night. Of course, none of this happens without our amazing volunteers who once again were small in number but big on hard work and effort.

Brick by Brick

The PA invites past and present Fink Karp Ivany families to purchase a brick for $54, inscribed with their child’s name as a lasting record of their involvement at this campus.

Contact Judy Prager, jprager@scopus.vic.edu.au or 9834 0256.

Please save the date

Grandparents’ and Special Friends’ mornings

Prep, Year 1 and Year 2, Fink Karp Ivany Campus
Prep and Year 2, Gandel Besen House
Year 4, Smorgon Family Primary School

Thursday 8 September
Friday 16 September
Tuesday 20 September

Watch out for your invitation.
2016 Reunions

Class of 2011 – 5 year reunion
Sunday 21 August
Ma’ayan Geffen, maayangeffen@hotmail.com

Class of 2006 – 10 year reunion
Sunday 20 November
Tahlia Hyams, tahlia.hyams@gmail.com

Class of 1996 – 20 year reunion
Sunday 9 October
Ruth (Dayan) Kurc, ruth.kurc@gmail.com

Class of 1986 – 30 year reunion
Sunday 27 November
Vicki (Morris) Davis, scopusreunion86@gmail.com

Class of 1976 – 40 year reunion
Sunday 11 September
Ron Saunders, Ron.Saunders@toyota.com.au

Class of 1966 – 50 year reunion
Sunday 18 September
Nerrida Blashki Pohl, nerrida.pohl@gmail.com

It’s not too late to make your tax deductible investment this financial year!

Our 2015 Annual Giving Campaign ends 30 June so if you have a pledge to finalise or wish to make a donation please make your secure payment by going to www.givenow.com.au/mountscopuscollegeannualgiving or just call Judy Prager on 9834 0256. You’ll be investing in the community’s future by adding to our bursary funds.

Another way to invest is by way of the Scopus Foundation, which provides funds for programs, facilities and bursaries. Please call Marilyn Simon on 9834 0033 to discuss membership and to enable a tax deductible gift by 30 June.

If you’re considering sharing your simcha, leaving a bequest in your will or any other way to assist our students and Scopus, Marilyn would welcome your inquiry on 9834 0033 or by email: msimon@scopus.vic.edu.au

We take this opportunity to thank all our generous donors. Your support makes a difference to the number of children who can enjoy learning at our school and to the kind of facilities, programs and experiences Scopus Values can provide.

Scopus Flashback

Surprise discoveries are at the core of activities in the Helen Synman Archive. During routine sorting we were delighted to come across the accomplishments of beloved Barmitzvah teacher, Mr Sol Kaspi A”H who taught at the College from 1961 to 1995. Thousands of Barmitzvah boys will have fond memories of learning their parasha under his tutelage.

The discovery, twenty years after Mr Kaspi’s death includes a beautifully handwritten Scopus exercise book in which he kept a meticulous record of the boys he taught. Each entry was numbered, the first boy being Lenny Fagenblatt and the last, number 2,773, Gideon Gelbart. Mr Kaspi was honoured on his retirement and a sefer torah was dedicated in his name.

No less legendary was Mrs Tova Aurbach A”H, who taught from 1965 to 2004 and instructed 12 year old girls learning for the enormously popular Scopus Batmitzvah ceremony.

While the Archive has a good collection of Batmitzvah invitations, programs and photos, there are several gaps. We are searching for original photos of Batmitzvah ceremonies from 1965, 1967-69, 1970-75, 1978-79, 1982, 1983 and 1987 onwards. If you are willing to donate any of these photos to the Helen Synman Archive collection, please contact Frankie Pinch: Archive1@scopus.vic.edu.au

20th Batmitzvah ceremony in 1984

(Additional content includes images and historical discoveries related to Scopus College's past events and contributions.)
BIRTHS

Tamara Same '01 and James Eastham, Mila Gina (Adelson) and Jonathan Weinberg '96, Asher Neda (Haghif) and Joel Mahemoff '90, Ellis Rochelle (Leiter) '96 and Gavin Franks, Raphael Elle (Klimowitsky) '02 and Darrin Zuch '98, Alixias Bianca (Ostein) and Andrew Jackson '96, Levi Claire (Rabin) and Adam Benedikt '98, Chloe Shari (Rotshchild) '04 and Ross Richardson, Sienna Sharon (Kirschen) '98 and Netanel Teicher, David Deena (Slomovic) '01 and Michael Colman '00, Benson Shelley Krape '97 and Ben Izadale, Ari Aviva (Teichthal) and Philip Weinberg '98, Eden Bridie (Bell) and Joshua Richter '98, Reuben Roni (Flescher) '02 and Gilad Ratner, Eyal Lauren (Zimod) '99 and Marc Freeman, Spencer Magali (Stephenson) and Matthew Kaplan '06, Tzofia Natalie (Goldstein) '95 and Leon Samuel, Eamon Justine Hofman '93 and Guy Olan, Kirra Tory (Gersh) '00 and Ilan Kraus, Nessa Dani (Zetzer) '03 and Jono Breuer '99, Jacob Mandy (Kurz) and Jasmine Sally Goldsmith '99 and Barry Gold, Joey Lara (Sacher) '05 and Adam Wister '95, Mackenzie Orly (Granet) '98 and Alexander Galanos, Liron Bianca (Gerulot) '05 and Simon Phillips '05, Talia Melissa (Shenker) and Adam Haber '00, Julian Tamara (Slomovic) '98 and David Goldberg '97, Coby Hayley (Walner) '04 and Gary Bleden '02, Milla Deb Itzkowic and Boaz Kabillo '90, Aviva Natalie (Hoego) and Michael Braudli '00, Ethan Simon (Blair) '94 and Chloe Shari Shari, Shani Shani (Psanski) '02 and Simon Kohn '00, Jack Alson (Brown) '96 and Michael Wayburne, Bianca Lisa Wloszczowski '06 and Dean Whites, Lachlan Tobeck (Hoffman) and Bradley Hampel '02, Andy Natalie (Ela) and Jason Lipson '98, Ella Lisa (Kornhauser) '98 and Joshua Goldstein, Samuel Fairlie (Wayne) '01 and Jono Mahennoff, Daisy Romy (Weinrecht) '01 and Jerome Vitale, Indigo Caroline (Bainy) '98 and Eden Rose '94, Anemone Nicole (Pottor) '03 and Zev Kedem, Maya Lisa (Burger) '01 and Simon Ezekiel, Arlo Alana Rosenaum '90 and Campbell Cooney, Cressida Rebecca (Szwarzbard) and Benjamin Stein '97, Jack Ilana (Ditkles) '02 and Alan Simons, Lior Sani (Mezetti) '06 and Joel Wurtman, Pia Romy (Teperman) '04 and Noah Borenstien '97, Willow Susannah (Fairley) and Jeremy Carp '89, Jack Julie (Kron) '03 and Paul Bryner '01, Charlie Bianca (Mekies) '97 and Daniel Segal '91, Tara and Toby Ella (Bott) '02 and El Grynberg, Louie Tamara (Collator) and Wayne Lasky '93, Halle Limor (Flescher) '00 and George Rose '99, Arie Mel (Thurn) '04 and Jason Ritterman '00, Paxton Amanda (Shelton) '00 and Yoni Swerdlin, Nava Raia (Flaystein) '02 and Marcel Brostek, Elliot Tracey (Silberman) '91 and David Fried '95, Jake Roslyn (Kaye) '01 and Paul Hamer '93, Jacob Tammy (Goldwasser) and Wayne Blumenthal '99, Lara Julia (Oribach) and Troy Wajman '98, Jacob Rachelle (Kornhauser) and Brandon Levi '01, Emma Gemma (Redhouse) and Michael Ostroburski '96, Arielle Daliah (Goldischagel) '02 and Adam Sable '98, Allegra Filipa (Fung) and Larrly Silber '96, Piper Sarah (Elman) and Michael Syme '00, Elliot Bianca (Leeb) and Alan Laski '00, Julian Rosalyn (Santer) '98 and Josh Gladwin '99, Charlie Amy (Gregor) '03 and Gavin Kaplan '95, Sadie Bianca (Burl) '99 and Daniel Monheit, Ariella Lisa (Weinman) '98 and David Levy, Asher Belinda (Segov) '95 and David Freund '92, Lara Kim (Dene) '04 and Jonny Levy, Jude Carl (Brook) '00 and Jonathan Dvash '01, Ava Laine (Bluscher) '02 and David Dooler, Georgie Tal Caplan '96 and Adam Benjamin, Eli Kelly (Esakoff) '98 and Jeremy Freeman '98, Madeline

MARRIAGES

Darin Maor and Adam Cammerman '04
Evelyn Sleep and Joshua Lasky '01
Kira Rickards '07 and Joseph Rogers
Ariela Mac '05 and Joel Ser '05
Dione Shalit and David Richter '03
Zoe Klein and Josh Burns '04
Natalie Meltzer '04 and Adam Porat '02
Jade Leigh and Elliot Wolfer '02
Kerry Zetzer '01 and Daniel Kopel
Jessica Birkov '05 and Brent Lukav '98
Talia Meltzer and Mark Chester '03
Elen Gutman '06 and Simon Rubinstein
Laura Kurman '08 and Roy Shmidele
Romy Sachwald '07 and Danny Berhang '05
Hannah Court and Joshua Hammerschlag '04
Caroline Mense '05 and Zev Winkovor '05
Romy Lazarus and Ben Ajzer '03
Samantha Adler '00 and Samantha Blau '07 and Adam Rischin
Taryn Dee '05 and Adam Shinder
Jodi Kairstein and David Bluszttein '04
Lea Dransfield and David Boyar '00
Lisa Schulberg and Lance Friedman '01
Dana Rechtman '06 and Ben Hershon '94
Carl Subel and Bradley Rossenthal '06
Stephanie Komesaroff '06 and David Eskoff '00
Leigh Rubin '06 and Luke Gurni
Jacquie Berman '07 and Mark Liberman
Melissa Popper and Daniel Markov '04
Melanie Kahn '03 and Andrew Mccillivray '99
Karen Samuel and Adam Freikin '03
Taryn Strumpan and David Silveri
Anna Zukowski and Jason Buch '87
Romy Weizman '99 and Daniel Norich '00
Rochelle Broder '03 and Adi Daboush
Vivian Klaf '01 and Hugo Bieger

AUSTRALIA DAY HONOURS

Michael Pryles AO
David Copolov AO '98
Ego Segern AM
Mark Flynberg AM '76
Len Bogatin OAM '69
Jeffrey Shapiro OAM

The Queen's Birthday Honours were announced after this edition of Kaleidoscope had gone to print and will be acknowledged in our next edition.

IN MEMORY

Henry Krum '75
Sonia Bryman (past staff)
Adrian (Avi) Davis '76
Charles Slucki (past staff)
Kerry Baker '77
Medina Hungier '66
Ian Lipcer '65
Ann Kabillo '66 (past staff)
Blanca Eckhaus '98
Margaret Forster '69
Jack Nowitz (past staff)
Kath Hogan (past staff)
Claudine Sachwald '98 (school captain)

The Scopus community extends its deepest condolences to the family of Sonia Bryman. She will be fondly remembered as an outstanding teacher of English, Social Studies and Media Studies, Level Co-ordinator and trusted colleague and friend, who always lit up the room with her brilliant smile and vibrant personality.

Heartfelt condolences also to the family of Charles Slucki. Charles was Director of Performing Arts at the College for many years and introduced the performing arts trips to the USA. He was a much loved teacher, colleague, mentor and friend to so many.

Deepest condolences to the family and friends of Ann Kabillo. Ann was a loved and respected teacher at Mount Scopus College for over 27 years, as well as an Old Collegian of the class of 1866. She taught generations of children in the primary school and was adored by students, parents and colleagues alike.

The information in our dor le dor listing is compiled from notices placed in the Australian Jewish News and from personal notifications. A copy of Kaleidoscope is available on the College website.

Don't miss the Secondary School Play

The Farnsworth Invention

17, 18, 21, 22 August

For tickets please call 9834 0000